
Maintaining long-lasting and profitable eCustomer relationships requires the 
highest responsiveness you can deliver. Unfortunately, due to sheer volume, 
even leading companies can’t respond promptly and reliably to customer email. 

Simple routing and queuing systems lighten the load, but only scale as fast 
as staff is added. To cost-effectively cope with today’s email deluge requires 
advanced technology that spans both email management and automation.

The solution is Brightware® Answer™.   Answer’s capabilities can accelerate or totally 
automate the email response process—step-by-step or all at once. Answer uses 
Brightware’s proven automation technology to comprehend and intelligently classify 
message content, automatically compose an appropriate reply, retrieve needed data to 
complete and personalize the message, then route this composed response to an agent 
to review, click and send. Or, for the fastest response of all, Answer can issue its 
automatically composed replies directly to the eCustomer.

Either way, thanks to Answer’s unparalleled accuracy and consistency, it’s as if you’d 
cloned your best agents and put them on duty every hour of every day, each one able to 
respond to a question in minutes—or seconds—correctly and consistently, all the time.

Brightware Answer is available in two packages, Assisted Answer and Automated 
Answer, that let you achieve email automation with confidence, in stages that 
you control.

Assisted Answer is the perfect first step to email automation. Offering substantial 
productivity gains, Assisted Answer speeds email response by automatically 
understanding incoming messages, classifying them for appropriate handling and 
dynamically composing replies.  All your agents have to do is review, approve and 
send Assisted Answer’s fully composed, personalized responses using the intuitive 
Agent Desktop of the Brightware® Contact Center™.

Automated Answer delivers the greatest return on investment and most rapid 
email response by automatically issuing composed messages directly to 
eCustomers. User-established business rules let you determine which categories of 
messages to answer automatically. Once you choose the types of messages to 
automate, Automated Answer routinely responds in seconds—with proven 
accuracy of up to 98%. 
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Assisted Answer 
Assisted Answer’s sophisticated message understanding, sorting and routing are combined 
with automatic message composition to increase the speed and efficiency of your customer 
service staff. Used with the Brightware Contact Center’s feature-rich Agent Desktop, Assisted 
Answer can provide your eBusiness with the quick response time that maximizes eCustomer 
satisfaction, loyalty and ultimately, walletshare. 

Advanced message understanding: 
Unlike keyword approaches, which require exact word matches, Brightware compares message text to a 
dictionary of words and phrases relevant to your business. These dictionaries help Brightware read and 
understand messages just like a person would—and take appropriate action, such as escalating message 
importance or triggering database lookups.

Customized to your business: 
Using point-and-click editors and your own business policies, you customize the dictionary entries so that 
Brightware’s actions match your best practices—ensuring consistent, top-quality responses every time. 

Streamlined policy definition: 
Brightware’s dictionary approach means that a single rule guides Assisted Answer in classifying, routing and 
managing whole categories of customer email—a distinct advantage over keyword systems, which require a 
separate rule for every wording of a particular request.

Sophisticated routing: 
Using advanced information extraction, a recent breakthrough in natural language processing, Brightware 
extracts data such as order number, product name or zip code and uses it to route messages based on 
sophisticated criteria such as agent territory or skill level, rather than simple availability. 

Automatic template selection: 
Fuzzy matching technology, another feature in Brightware’s award-winning technology, enables Brightware to 
automatically identify the best response template for each customer question. Automatic template selection 
reduces agent touch time and ensures consistency of message responses. 

Dynamic composition: 
Response template variables and composition rules enable Assisted Answer to personalize messages with 
information retrieved from enterprise data systems by Brightware® Connect™.   More than simple customer name 
merges, Brightware can intelligently include real-time order, product and account information, greatly increasing 
both the completeness and the usefulness of responses.

Reduced agent touch time and increased consistency: 
Instead of requiring an agent to manually select the correct template and retrieve and insert answer information, 
Brightware handles all of these functions automatically. All that’s left for the agent to do is review, approve and 
send—and, with the Agent Desktop’s Single-Click Workflow, even this is efficient.

Ready for the global eEnterprise: 
Because the Internet spans the globe, Answer’s flexible knowledge base supports your localization needs.



Automated Answer 
Brightware delivers the fastest email response, lowest service costs and highest 
return on your eBusiness investment by issuing automatically composed answers 
directly to your eCustomers. 

Immediately reduces agent workload: 
Routine questions such as headquarters address, driving directions or operating hours are easily 
automated “out of the box.” Because routine questions constitute so much of your email volume, 
Brightware slashes agent workload right away. 

Handles Web form inquiries: 
Automated Answer also automatically responds to Web form inquiries, further reducing 
email volume.

Keeps you in control of email automation: 
Brightware lets you decide which types of messages to answer automatically and which—like hot 
leads or priority customers—to route to agents for personal handling. Confidence levels verify that 
Answer is recognizing and classifying messages accurately.  After you set these levels, Answer 
handles messages classified with high confidence in seconds. 

Full support for manual message handling while you scale to automation: 
For messages that require personal handling, your agents still enjoy all the productivity tools of 
Assisted Answer, which automatically reads customer email and composes personalized responses 
for one-click agent approval and dispatch. 

The more you approve, the more you automate: 
As your confidence increases from watching your agents approve and dispatch Assisted Answer’s 
automatically composed replies a high percentage of the time, you can turn whole classes of 
messages over to Automated Answer—eliminating agent touch time for up to 80% of your 
email volume. 
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Brightware’s products are built on the award-
winning BEA WebLogic Server, providing the 
scalability, performance, and fault tolerance 
delivered by the most comprehensive 
implementation of the Java 2 Enterprise Edition 
(J2EE) standards.

Adding Brightware Answer to Your Site
Brightware Answer operates in the same environment that powers Brightware Contact Center and seamlessly integrates into your existing 
infrastructure for easy installation, implementation and maintenance.  Using the Brightware Contact Center, Assisted Answers are handled 
through the highly productive Agent and Supervisor Desktop interfaces.  Automated Answers are issued directly to the eCustomer, and are 
logged in the Contact Center for tracking and reporting purposes. 

Brightware Answer requires the Brightware 
Contact Center.  
Minimum requirements for Contact Center are:

Supported Database Servers 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0
Oracle 7.3.4, 8.0.5, or 8.1.5
Dual Pentium II 400 (dedicated) 
250 MB RAM

Supported Mail Servers 
Exchange 5.0 or 5.5 
SMTP/POP3 Mail Server 

Supported Operating Systems 
Microsoft NT 4.0, with Service 5 or later
Microsoft Windows 2000

For more detailed information on system 
requirements, please refer to Answer 
Installation Guide.
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